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Abstract 

This application contains all the laws of IPC(Indian Penal Code) so that people can come and search for the 

law for respective crime. The laws are categorized into different sections according to some keywords. There 

is also search option available where user can find or search according to his requirement by entering his 

query. There is also a facility available for users to get contact of lawyers. An enquiry form is also provided 

where user can ask their query and can also register case and the form is sent to the court authority. This 

application also contains information of all the respective courts in area for respective crimes.  The main aim 

of this project is to make the law and justice efficient and transparency in the system. The Indian law and 

justice are based on the foundation of our constitution. The Indian constitution provides protection and liberty 

to every citizen. Unfortunately every individual do not enjoy equal rights due to the various reasons, the major 

being lack of awareness about the law. People are not aware about the rights and legal remedies available for 

them. They also fear about the problems in filing cases against criminals and any such kind of activities. In 

most of the cases the justice is not provided on time. We hear the saying “justice delayed is justice denied” 

i.e. if justice is not provided on time it loses its importance. Because of all these reasons people tolerate the 

violence and crime against them. Hence most crimes go unreported. This project aims at creating zero 

tolerance against crime and violence by providing all the necessary information related to various laws, its 

section, sub section etc. 


